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INTRODUCTIONS



What We Hope to Accomplish?

 Understand the basis of why high water 

marks are collected, needed, and used. 

 Teach techniques and methods to collect 

high water marks.

 Provide a central location to store high water 

marks.

 Demonstrate field exercises.

 Answer any questions.



AGENDA

High Water Mark Training 
An Initiative to Record Flood Elevations on a Local Level 

Sponsored By:

Morning

8:30-9:00      Registration

9:00-9:45      What are the benefits of High Water       

Marks (HWM)?

9:45-10:30    How do I set marks? What is a 

quality mark?

10:30-10:45  Break

10:45-11:30  This is a basic HWM kit.  How do 

you use it?  How do you add to it? 

11:30-12:00 What is planned for the future of 

HWMs (An APP)? 

12:00-1:00  Lunch

Afternoon

1:00 - 1:05  Meet and split into 5 groups

1:05 - 2:45  Group exercise at 5 stations

2:45 - 3:00  Break

3:00 - 4:15  Results of HWMs

4:15 - 4:30  Question & Answer

4:30             Dismiss

Speakers from:

U S Geological Survey Indiana-Kentucky Water 

Science Center

Kentucky Division of water



WHAT IS A HIGH WATER MARK??



WHAT IS A HIGH WATER MARK??

noun

 The level reached by the sea at high tide, or by a 

lake or river at its highest stand.

 a maximum recorded level or value



What are the benefits of High Water 

Marks (HWM)



What are the benefits of High Water 

Marks (HWM)

 Looking at history



Looking at history 

Paleoflood evidence includes various geologic indicators (flood 

deposits and geomorphic features), soil deposits, and physical 

effects on vegetation. These indicators can provide information 

about the timing, magnitude, and frequency of historical flood 

events. 

High-water marks 

left behind by old 

or even ancient 

floods, called 

paleoflood

indicators.



Historic Examples 



Looking at history the grand Canyon 

the primary stratigraphic site is 

within an alcove on the left 

canyon wall, with a large 

accumulation of slack water 

sediments in the tributary canyon 

mouth at right 

exposed stratigraphy of grey beds 

of silt and sand flood deposits, 

separated by red beds of pebbly 

sand and silt deposited by runoff 

from adjacent slopes 



Looking at history the grand Canyon 

deposit of laminated 

flood silt extracted 

from crevice. The 

elevation implies a 

streamflow of 14,000 

cubic meters per 

second, almost 

495,000 cubic feet 

per second, much 

larger than the largest 

historical peak 

streamflows of the 

1884 and 1921 floods 



What are the benefits of High Water 

Marks (HWM)

 Looking at history

 Verification of peaks



Verification of peaks

Over 9,000 USGS streamflow-gaging stations 

transmitting in realtime across the Nation.    



Verification of peaks



What is a USGS Gaging Station?

A device that can provide 

continuous information on 

precipitation, surface water 

quantity and quality, or 

groundwater.

Stage is most common



How Does a Stream Gage Work?

It tracks the water-

level as it rises and 

falls



Stage can be sensed using

STILLING WELLS



Stage can be sensed using

PRESSURE SYSTEMS

Orifice LineOrifice Line



Non-Contact Stage Measurement

Radar 

Technology



Example of realtime gage height



Example of realtime gage height

How can we 

be confident 

in the peak 

stage for a 

site?



Engineered high water mark 

indicators

Crest-Stage Gages 

The most common engineered high-water 

mark recorder in the USGS is a simple 

device called a crest-stage gage (CSG). 

A typical CSG consists of a long wooden, 

aluminum, or plastic stick confined in a 

vertically-mounted steel pipe that 

functions as a miniature stilling well, with 

intake holes at the bottom and a vent 

hole at the top. A small basket attached to 

the bottom of the stick holds dry, 

granulated cork 



CSG examples



What are the benefits of High Water 

Marks (HWM)

 Looking at history

 Verification of peaks

 Calculate streamflow (Indirect measurement)



Calculate streamflow (Indirect 

measurements)

Direct measurements of discharge are 

made by USGS routinely at stream 

gages



Calculate streamflow (Indirect 

measurements)

Direct measurements of discharge are 

made by USGS routinely at stream 

gages

What happens when 

you can’t get to the 

flooding site to 

measure? 

Indirect Measurement



What is an Indirect Measurement?

 Makes use of the energy equation for computing stream flow.

 Three Factors:

 Physical characteristics of the channel

 Water-surface elevations at time of peak stage (HWM)

 Hydraulic factors

 Roughness coefficients

 Discharge coefficients



What are the benefits of High Water 

Marks (HWM)

 Looking at history

 Verification of peaks

 Calculate streamflow (Indirect measurement)

 Calibrate models



Calibrate models

Comparison of 

hydraulic-model 

output and 

high-water-

mark elevations 

for a major 

flood event on 

May 5, 2010, 

Kentucky River, 

Kentucky. Gage 

datum—461.58 

ft (NAVD 1988).



Flood Inundation mapping science

A Flood-inundation map is 

a real-time, operational 

tool that visually relates 

USGS streamgage

readings and NWS flood 

forecasts for the primary 

purpose of public safety. 

They provide a visual representation of:

- Current and future flood risk

- Past flood consequences 



Flood inundation mapping science

Gage/HWM Calibrated 

Hydraulic Model

High Quality Elevation Data (LiDAR)

Series of sequential maps

showing probable areas of 

inundation from bankfull to 

record stages



Flood Inundation Mapper

http://wimcloud.usgs.gov/apps/FIM/FloodInundationMapper.html

LIVE DEMO

http://wimcloud.usgs.gov/apps/FIM/FloodInundationMapper.html


What are the benefits of High Water 

Marks (HWM)

 Looking at history

 Verification of peaks

 Calculate streamflow (Indirect measurement)

 Calibrate models

 Disaster response and recovery



Disaster response and recovery



What are the benefits of High Water 
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 Substantial damage estimates



Substantial damage estimates
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Planning and mitigation
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Credibility



What are the benefits of High Water 

Marks (HWM)

 Looking at history

 Verification of peaks

 Calculate streamflow (Indirect measurement)

 Calibrate models

 Disaster response and recovery

 Substantial damage estimates
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 Credibility



Questions so far?



What is a quality mark? How do I set 

marks?



Let’s set up the story!!!

Photograph, viewed 3, August 2015



Scenario of Flash Flood

Flatgap 2015, video, viewed, viewed 3, August 2015

Source: Resident of Flatgap, KY



The Water Starts to Recede! Now What

Photographs, viewed 1, August 2017

Photograph, viewed 3, August 2015



It’s time to collect High-Water Marks!



High Water Mark 

 HWMs are evidence of the highest stage 

of the flood.  SO

 Proper identification requires experience

 And Remember ::::



These people lost everything

Photographs, viewed 1, August 2017



 The need for speed – marks can be highly 

perishable

 Rain can quickly degrade/destroy marks

 Important to locate and flag ASAP after a 

flood

Highwater marks (HWMs)



Tranquil-water vs Rapid-water HWMs



Common tranquil-water HWMs
 Mud lines

 Seed lines

 Debris lines

 Ice Rings
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Common tranquil-water HWMs
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Common tranquil-water HWMs

 Mud lines

 Seed lines

 Debris Lines

 Ice Rings



Common rapid-water HWMs

 Cut lines

 Wash lines

 Mud lines

 Debris snags
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Common rapid-water HWMs

 Cut lines

 Wash lines

 Mud lines

 Debris snags



Engineered HWMs

 Crest-stage gages (CSGs)

 Crest-stage 

indicators 

 Image Capture
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Engineered HWMs

 Crest-stage gages (CSGs)

 Crest-stage 

indicators 

 Image Capture



 Crest-stage gages (CSGs)

 Crest-stage 

indicators 

 Image Capture

Engineered HWMs



…Questions so far ?



Preserving HWM data

 Location

 Evaluation

 Marking and flagging

 Recording
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Preserving HWM data

 Location

 Evaluation

 Marking and flagging

 Recording

Vertical Uncertainty Shorthand

within ±0.05 feet Excellent (E)

within ±0.10 feet Good (G)

within ±0.20 feet Fair (F)

within ±0.40 feet Poor (P)

more than ±0.40 feet Very Poor (V)

HWM defines min 

height of unknown peak

At least this high 

(ALTH)



Preserving HWM data
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 Marking and flagging

 Recording
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Preserving HWM data
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Preserving HWM data

 Location

 Evaluation

 Marking

 Recording



Preserving HWM data

 Location

 Evaluation

 Marking

 Recording



HWMs (cont.)

Document marks in CLEAR note descriptions:

Good seed line marked by nail on streamward side of a 12-
inch diameter oak tree, 130 ft downstream from end of 
bridge, 5 ft from top left bank, 2.3 ft above the ground.  
Yellow flagging with “HWM-L12” was used to identify the 
mark.



HWM forms (descriptions)



HWM forms (site sketch)

• HWM- R1

• HWM- L2

• HWM- L1

• HWM- L4

• HWM- R3

• HWM- L3
• HWM- R2



HWM forms 

(description and site sketch)



Best practices (avoiding pitfalls)

 Safety First

 Respond Quickly

 Look up

 Stand back

 Visualize the flood

 Hunt for hidden clues

 Think ahead

 When in doubt, 

collect more data
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 Safety First

 Respond Quickly

 Look up

 Stand back

 Visualize the flood

 Hunt for hidden clues

 Think ahead

 When in doubt, 

collect more data

Best practices (avoiding pitfalls)

• Imagine water at its peak stage.

• How would the water need to behave to meet 

HWMs 

(e.g. super-elevation at bends)?

• Are roadways interfering with flow or providing 

side channels?

• How did the water behave around large 

obstructions  (build-up, draw-down, slack-water)?
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Best practices (avoiding pitfalls)

 Safety First

 Respond Quickly

 Look up

 Stand back

 Visualize the flood

 Hunt for hidden clues

 Think ahead

 When in doubt, 

collect more data

http://water.usgs.gov/floods/resources/iqm/

http://water.usgs.gov/floods/resources/iqm/


Best practices (avoiding pitfalls)
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Best practices (avoiding pitfalls)

 Safety First

 Respond Quickly

 Look up
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 Visualize the flood

 Hunt for hidden clues

 Think ahead

 When in doubt, 

collect more data
Photo courtesy of Ben McGee, LMG-WSC



Best practices (avoiding pitfalls)

 Safety First

 Respond Quickly

 Look up

 Stand back

 Visualize the flood

 Hunt for hidden clues

 Think ahead

 When in doubt, 

collect more data

• No significant inflow or outflow

• Insignificant channel storage

• Not affected by scour and fill

• As straight as possible

• Consistent channel shape and 

roughness 

• Near to point where discharge is 

desired



…Questions so far ?

Photo courtesy of Ben McGee, LMG-WSC



RECAP

Let’s Review



Types of HWMs (definitions) 

Review

 Seedline:  Seeds or other fine material left as a 
line on trees, bridge piers, buildings, and so 
forth.

 Cut line:  The flow has cut a line into the ground 
surface at the water’s edge.

 Wash line:  Line on a bank below soil or organic 
matter has been cleared from a more erosion-
resistant surface.



Types of HWMs (definitions) 

Review

 Debris or drift line:  Sticks, trash, and other 
coarse material left on the ground at the edge of 
the water.

 Trash line:  Sticks, trash, and other coarse 
material are left hanging in a tree or fence.

 Mud line or stain line:  Sediment stain or general 
discoloration from water contact left as a line on 
trees, bridge piles, buildings, and so forth.



Location of HWMs Review

 On both banks (label as L-1, L-2, R-1, R-2, etc.)

 Get more than you think you’ll need

 Through reach and a short distance upstream 

and downstream of reach

 Typically 2000 ft with .5 ft drop



Location of HWMs (cont.) Review

Be aware of local effects, pile up, and drawdown



Rules of Thumb on HWMs Review 

Find low velocity areas for better quality

 away from main channel at the floodplain margin

 near water’s edge

 close to ground

 Bushes can get bent down during flood and bend 

back up after flood creating an artificially high 

water surface



Rules of Thumb on HWMs (cont.) 

Reveiw

 Fences or window screens are usually good 
sources

 Inside of buildings sometimes act as stilling wells 
(be certain level has equalized)

 Locate many; all are useful in interpretation of 
profile



You Found the HWMs

Now What?



The Typical HWM Kit



Basic HWM Field Kit

 Nails

 HWM disks, washers, bottle caps

 Wooden stakes

 Paint crayon – spray paint

 Surveying flagging tape – high vis.

 Hammer

 Chisel

 Small dry-erase board with dry-
erase markers

 Container – canvas bag, toolbox, 
bucket with tool pouch

 Easily put together for <$50



Kit additions

 Hand level

 100 ft. tape

 Range Finder

 Hand-held GPS

 Digital Camera

 Safety/comfort items –

e.g. insect repellant, 

ivy wipes, sunscreen, 

safety glasses



Flagging HWMs

 Use a durable marker to note water surface

 Nail/cap

 Surveyor’s tape

 Paint mark

 Wooden stake

 Chiseled square or line in concrete/rock

 IMPORTANT – make sure you get permission 

of property owners before flagging marks!



Marking Examples





Chiseled square on 

sidewalk

Painted Line on Boat Ramp





Get at least 2 pictures of each HWM
• One with background in frame

• One up close with description visible



Let’s see what you’ve learned!!



HWM?



HWM (seedlines)

Excellent 

seedline 

on 

another 

12-inch 

tree



HWM?



HWM (mudline)

Very 

poor 

mudline. 

Unusable 

only to 

help to 

start 

looking 

for other 

marks



HWM?



HWM (seedlines)

Good 

seedline

on large 

30-inch 

tree

(fewer 

particles)



HWM?



HWM (seedlines)

Fair to 

poor 

seedline

on 10-

inch tree.

(even 

less 

particles)



HWM?



HWM (seedlines)

Good to 

excellent 

seedline

on 

fencepost



HWM?



HWM (seedlines)

Excellent 

seedline

just 

inside a 

doorway.

(note person is measuring up from a permanent surface)



HWM?



HWM (seedlines)

Excellent 

seedline 

on 

outside 

of 

building.



HWM?



HWM (stain lines)

Good 

stain line 

on 

outside 

of 

building.



HWM?



HWM (stain lines)

Fair to 

poor 

stain line 

on trees 

and 

bushes.



HWM?



HWM (stain lines)

Good 

stain line 

on 

outside 

of 

building.



HWM?



HWM (stain lines)

Good 

stain line 

on 

wooden 

steps.



HWM?



HWMs (debris or drift lines)

An 

equally 

apparent 

but poor 

drift line   

Avoid this type.  Due to pile-up, accuracy may be only to the 
nearest foot.



HWM



HWM (trash lines)

Good 

trash line 

on chain 

link fence

(hard to 

miss!)



HWM?



Be Careful at Boat Ramps

Debris Line

True HWMK



HWM?



HWM (trash lines)

Poor 

trash line 

on chain 

link fence

Obviously, the water surface did not follow this line…



HWM?



HWM (trash lines)

Very poor 

trash line 

in bank 

vegetation

These bushes bend over in the velocity and pop up, creating a 
mark that is simply too high…



HWM?



HWM (wash lines)

Poor wash 

line (no 

organic 

debris 

below high 

water)





What is planned for the future of 

HWMs (An APP)? 





Results of HWMs

 HWM collection in Kentucky on the Ohio River 



FEMA Collection/Documentation – 2011

1 Field lead

5 Teams of 2

Office support

69 total river miles

6 different streams

9 counties 









Collection and Documentation – “on the fly”
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Collection and Documentation – “on the fly”



Flood Inundation Maps



Final Products





In Conclusion:

 Always look a little higher – make sure you 
are not marking a lower, secondary peak 
which is common

 Setting multiple marks can be advantageous, 
also try to get them on both sides of the 
channel

 Get the permission before entering!!

 A HWM should represent the water surface in 
relatively still water

And Remember:



Some HWM’s 

wash away in 

the rain…

and others just 

melt!



Still a few just get up and walk 

away!



Questions??

A Thomas Ruby III

502 493-1933

aruby@usgs.gov

I wish I had 

looked at the 

USGS 

Website!

../../../Andrea.Holz/2008/iowa/cedar.pptx
../../../Andrea.Holz/2008/iowa/cedar.pptx



